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Abstract
This paper presents an evaluation of the impact of the so-called OS latencies on the performance of a synchronous network based on global time coordination. The concept of end-to-end latency is first defined, by extending the concept of latency used to evaluate the performance of real-time systems, and the end-to-end latency provided by a general-purpose OS is measured as a benchmark. Finally, Real-Time techniques are used to reduce the worst case values of such a latency, showing how a gateway between synchronous and asynchronous networks can be implemented by using commercial-off-the-shelf hardware and a proper software stack (based on a Real-Time version of Linux). The use of a Real-Time OS is still a non-trivial task, which requires experience and the analysis of the specific application to devise the proper techniques to be applied. This work dissects the problem of OS-to-Network data transfer (and vice-versa) identifying the key sources of latencies and delay jitter, and solving each problem with the application of a proper technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Some of the dominant Internet paradigms have been recently challenged in light of performance bottlenecks and energy consumption issues [13], [14], [18], [19]. The utilization of network synchronisation to drive packet scheduling and forwarding can be a viable solution to alleviate both these problems. For instance, Time Driven Switching (TDS) has been proposed as a means to boost performance and, at the same time, reduce energy consumption of the Internet [4], [23]. Similar proposals include Time Driven Priority (TDP) [21], TWIN [26], and some Optical Burst Switching (OBS) based systems [24], [32], [35]. With the main purpose of guaranteeing deterministic latency delivery, this operating mode has been also proposed for wireless multi-hop networks (e.g., DARE [10], TAF [5]) and in the industrial scenario (e.g., Synchronous TDMA [31], [33] or Synchronous Ethernet (IEEE Standard 1588v2)).

At the heart of increased performance and reduced consumption of synchronised approaches, it lies the idea of Pipeline Forwarding (PF), which in practice means that information is forwarded “on the flight” between the source and the destination, without the need for intermediate buffering to process or store the information. As it will be shown in this paper, PF implies some strict real-time requirements, which are difficult to satisfy when the pipeline is implemented in software.
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Pipelining is a well known technique used in many different fields, from production to transportation, but to work properly it requires a strict synchronisation between all the pipeline stages. In distributed systems this means that a **global coordination** is required. When the concept is applied to packet switching and routing, i.e., in PF, this means that forwarding packets with no buffering is only possible if packets are sent and received according to an appropriate schedule and such a schedule is strictly respected. For example, if a router receives at the same time two packets sent to the same interface, it is not able to properly forward them without buffering. Such a strict synchronisation between routers and end systems can be achieved by means of global time references such as Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), or Global Positioning System Time (GPST), the time used by the global navigation system, which is available also for civilian use for free and without restrictions in normal times. Future navigation systems like the European Galileo and the Chinese BeiDou will only improve the availability of a global time reference. Alternatively, several solutions for distributing the synchronisation reference directly through the network can be adopted; see for instance [2], [3], and, specifically for TDP, [7].

Although the availability of global time empowers global coordination, it does not mean that synchronisation needed for PF comes for free, as it requires the ability, for both end systems and routers, to send packets “at the correct time” to properly respect the schedule. Specially considering the end systems this may be a challenge because of the so called “latency”, which can be informally defined as the difference between the time when a packet should be received(sent), and the time when it is actually received(sent). While modern hardware (even off-the-shelf hardware) is generally able to provide the low latencies needed for PF, the software stack is more problematic, as the latencies generated by an Operating System (OS) kernel can be large enough to compromise the correct forwarding of packets or to force to use a low bitrate, as it will be shown in Section III.

While some works related to high-performance network applications only consider average throughput and do not care about the latencies introduced by the OS [8], [28], it has been recently noticed that controlling the maximum latencies can be important too [11]. For a synchronised service, average latencies are not a key issue, since the exact synchronisation point can be set to compensate this average, while the jitter and worst case latencies are the key performance metrics: the hard-real-time nature of global coordination means that compensation is not feasible, thus all latency variations will end up in overhead (guard-bands in the time frame), or in forwarding errors.

Such latencies have been defined, measured, and characterised in some previous works [1], [25], which however focused on the latencies in a single system, not connected to a network. In order to consider the effects of latencies on PF, some kind of **end-to-end** latencies have to be defined and measured. Hence, this paper extends to distributed systems the previous definitions of latency, performing an analysis of the performance of a software system implementing PF. A first version of such a system (based on a modification of a non-real-time operating system) is evaluated first, and real-time techniques [9], [27] are then used to reduce the impact of the software stack on both the worst case end-to-end latency and the resulting jitter. Since TDP can be easily combined with conventional IP routing (while still guaranteeing deterministic quality of service and low complexity packet scheduling), it has been selected as a test-case in this work. In particular, the analysis of the OS kernel contributions to the end-to-end latencies has been performed considering a software TDP implementation [7].

TDP is designed to serve time-sensitive traffic (such as the traffic used in real-time multimedia services) without affecting or changing the existing internetworking “best effort” data services. In particular, packets scheduled for transmission during a time-frame are given the maximum priority; if resources have been properly reserved, all scheduled packets will be at the output port and transmitted before the time-frame ends.

The results presented in this paper show that the worst case end-to-end latency can be reduced by a significant amount (when considering two TDP routers connected by a single link, it can be reduced to about 1/10th). Furthermore, splitting this latency in its access and receive components can lead to separate compensation and thus to further reduce the overhead required to run the system.

The remaining part of the paper is organised as follows: Section II introduces the principles of globally synchronised networking; Section III defines the problem addressed in the paper and describes the end-to-end latency and its components; Section IV presents the real-time tests and optimisation which are the core of the contribution, and finally Section V ends the paper with a short discussion of the achievements and a roadmap for future development.

II. **UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES AND TECHNOLOGIES**

As the context of this work is a network performing PF of packets, this section briefly introduces this technology and its deployment options. An extensive and detailed description of pipeline forwarding is outside the scope of this paper and is available in the literature [2], [6], [7], [21], [23].

In PF all packet switches utilise a basic time period called time-frame. The time-frame duration $TF$ may be derived, for example, as a fraction of the UTC second received from a time distribution system such as the GPS. As shown in Figure 1, time-frames are grouped into time-cycles. This timing structure aligned in all nodes constitutes a Common Time Reference (CTR).

During a resource reservation phase time-frames are partially or totally reserved for each flow on the links of its route. Thus, time-frames can be viewed as virtual containers for multiple packets that are switched and forwarded according to the CTR. In the PF deployment in the literature, the time-cycle provides the basis for a periodic repetition of the reservation. In another
possible deployment the reservation phase can be done on the fly before transmitting a packet without necessarily maintaining it across multiple time-cycles.

A signalling protocol must be chosen for performing resource reservation and time-frame scheduling, i.e., selecting the time-frame in which packets belonging to a given flow should be forwarded by each router. Existing standard protocols and formats should be used whenever possible. Many solutions have been proposed for distributed scheduling in pipeline forwarding networks [30] and the generalised MPLS (G-MPLS) [15] control plane provides signalling protocols suitable for their implementation. Traditionally, if QoS is supported, applications signal their requirements to the network for each individual flow. The network in turn will reserve resources to the flow, inspecting each incoming packet to assign it to the correct flow. This is the model of the Integrated Service, using RSVP for signaling, but also of older models like ATM User-Network Interface. These models do not scale due to the large status information that has to be maintained in intermediate nodes, and also due to the complexity of per-packet classification required. To solve this issue the Differentiated Service model, which does not require complex per-flow classification, but only coarse packet classification based on a class, has been proposed, but the QoS is only stochastically guaranteed to individual flows. Pipeline forwarding does not require to maintain the status of each single flow, nor it does require to perform complex per-packet classification in intermediate nodes, thus it has similar provisioning scalability as the Differentiated Service model, where micro-flows are aggregated in the network to improve scalability, and QoS guarantees similar (indeed better, due to an intrinsic smaller forwarding latency and jitter) to the Integrated Service model. In essence, each TF is assigned to one macro-flow. During that TF, packets belonging to the macro-flow acquire highest priority.

The basic pipeline forwarding operation is regulated by two simple rules: (i) all packets that must be sent in time-frame \(i\) by a node must be in its output ports’ buffers at the end of time-frame \(i-1\), and (ii) a packet \(p\) transmitted in time-frame \(i\) by a node \(N_n\) must be transmitted in time-frame \(i+\alpha\) by the following node \(N_{n+1}\), where \(\alpha\) is a predefined integer, and time-frame \(i\) and time-frame \(i+\alpha\) are also referred to as the forwarding time-frame of packet \(p\) at node \(N_n\) and node \(N_{n+1}\), respectively. It follows that packets are timely moved along their path and served at well defined instants at each node. Nodes therefore operate as they were part of a pipeline, from which the technology’s name is derived. Consequently, given the time-frame at which a packet enters the network, the time at which the packet is forwarded by each node and eventually reaches its destination is known in advance with the accuracy of one time-frame. In essence, PF guarantees that reserved real-time traffic experiences bounded end-to-end delay, low delay jitter independent of the number of nodes traversed, and neither congestion nor losses due to buffer overflow. Non-reserved traffic is instead transmitted in unused TFs, thus obtaining the traditional best-effort service.

The value of \(\alpha\) is determined at resource-reservation time and must be large enough to satisfy rule (i). Note that the time a packet requires to go from the output buffer of a node to the output buffer of the following one is strictly dependent on the performance of both nodes and the distance between them. Thus, the minimum value acceptable for \(\alpha\) depends on the previous hop from which a packet is received.

Among the possible deployment options, Time Driven Priority (TDP) is a synchronous packet scheduling technique that
combines PF with conventional routing mechanisms to achieve high flexibility together with guaranteed service. While scheduling of packet transmission is driven by time, the output port can be selected according to either conventional IP destination-address-based routing, or multi-protocol label switching (MPLS), or any other technology of choice. Within a time-frame packets can be switched and forwarded asynchronously, i.e., in an arbitrary order and to different output ports. Other PF-based technologies exist that are more suitable for high-speed (optical) networks. For example, in Time-driven switching (TDS) all packets in the same time-frame are switched together, i.e., to the same output port. Consequently, header processing is not required, which results in low complexity (hence high scalability) and enables optical implementation.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM

As outlined in the previous section, modern synchronous communications based on PF are characterised by global coordination based on time frames\(^1\). For example, Figure 1 shows the timing organisation of a stage of the pipeline (a network node), which sends packets according to a cyclic schedule, defined by the repetition of \(k\) time-frames of size \(TF\). Each period of \(k\) time-frames is a time-cycle.

The cyclic schedule is described by a table (the scheduling table, composed by \(k\) rows) in which each row corresponds to a time-frame, and indicates how many packets of which flow should be sent in that time-frame.

The overhead in such systems comes from the need for global coordination, which is obtained through proper signals from a global coordination system. A dedicated module periodically triggers interrupts to define time-frame boundaries; however, the global coordination may be jeopardized by latencies introduced by sub-systems that directly manage these interrupts. To focus the point and without loss of generality, in this work global coordination is assumed to be achieved via GPST.

A GPS card is used as an interrupt source, and it is programmed to generate a periodic interrupt request (referred to as GPS IRQ from now on) at the beginning of every time-frame (hence, interrupts are generated with period \(TF\)). When a GPS IRQ fires, the sub-system must immediately look at the proper row of the scheduling table and send out all the packets that have to be sent in the current time-frame according to the table. If the time-driven communication protocol is entirely implemented in hardware (for example, in a TDS switch), the latencies between a GPS IRQ and the time when packets are actually sent can be reduced to a negligible amount. However, when considering implementations based on commercial off-the-shelf hardware plus dedicated software, such latencies can be quite large, especially if the Operating System kernel (which is responsible for several operations such as managing multiple tasks, servicing interrupts, and handling physical devices) has not been designed for respecting the tight temporal constraints required by PF. An example of such peripheral systems is the TDP Router presented in [6], [7].

A. Using a Non Real-Time OS

Authors of [7] implemented a TDP router based on a non-real-time operating system (FreeBSD\(^2\)). When a GPS IRQ fires, the router must immediately send out all the packets that have been scheduled for that time-frame. Hence, the TDP router works as follows:

- The TDP router is programmed to follow a time-driven schedule;
- The time-driven schedule is described by a scheduling function \(S(i) = (f, n)\), with \(f\) indicating the flow to be sent in the \(i^{th}\) time-frame, and \(n\) indicating the number of packets of the flow \(f\) to be sent in such a time-frame. The schedule is periodic and the function \(S(i)\) needs to be defined only for \(0 \leq i < k\) (in other words, \(S(i)\) can be coded in the scheduling table with dimension \(k\)).
- When a GPS IRQ fires, a new time-frame begins. The time-frame counter \(tfc\) is increased \((tfc = (tfc + 1) \mod k)\), and the router reads the \(tfc^{th}\) entry in the scheduling table: if \(S(tfc) = (f, n)\), then the router immediately sends \(n\) packets from the \(f^{th}\) packet queue.

In order for the TDP router to work correctly, it is necessary to send the packets as soon as the GPS IRQ fires, minimising the worst-case latency between the interrupt and the actual transmission, otherwise the packets risk to be sent out in the wrong time-frame. As a consequence, a proper amount of time must be allocated in every time-frame to compensate for the uncertain latency in transmission.

To reduce such a latency, some design choices concerning interrupt priority levels have been done. In traditional OS kernels, interrupt requests are generally handled by short Interrupt Service Routines (ISRs) that acknowledge the hardware interrupt and activate a longer bottom half (also called software interrupt) which will be in charge of really processing the interrupt. FreeBSD offers the opportunity to register very high priority interrupts (defined as type MISC), which can preempt any other execution unless the interrupt service routine of the system clock. However, this interrupt type is preemptable by any other incoming interrupt, thus requiring proper protection of the associated interrupt service routine. It is also worth noticing that packet dequeue

\(^1\)Traditional synchronous, isochronous, and plesiochronous communications, like SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), are instead based on local coordination with phase locking and local framing between transmitter-receiver pairs, which implies bit or byte stuffing to compensate for the lack of coordination between successive segments of a communication path.

\(^2\)http://www.freebsd.org
operations performed within the GPS IRQ service routine of a TDP router are very short as packets are simply marked as dequeued and then independently moved to the NIC through DMA transfers. This considered, the authors of [7] registered the GPS card interrupt as a MISC interrupt, they protected its service routine against preemption by blocking all interrupts, and they implemented dequeue operations directly in the ISR, without triggering any bottom half. No modifications have been done to the type and priority of networking interrupts: ISRs are fired by network cards, but the vast majority of the networking code runs in bottom halves.

These design choices allowed the TDP router to offer reasonably low transmission latencies, but further improvements are required to adopt the router in high-performance optical networks. This is shown in the next subsection and motivates this work.

For example, some initial experiments, based on a qualitative analysis, indicated that the time-frame size $TF$ must be set to at least $250 \mu s$ in order to obtain a reasonably low packet loss ratio. To better understand and quantify the causes of such lost packets, some more quantitative and accurate measurements have been performed.

### B. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of a TDP router two routers have been connected through an optical Ethernet. They will be referred to as the sender and the receiver in the following. The two TDP routers are based on the same hardware: a DELL server with two Intel Xeon64 CPUs running at 3.6 GHz and 1 GB of RAM. A Symmetricom bc635PCI-U GPS card is installed on both the two computers and it is used as the GPS IRQ source. The GPS cards provide GPST with an accuracy better than $1 \mu s$.

The hardware has been configured to improve the predictability (for example, the Hyper-Threading feature of the CPU has been disabled through the BIOS, because such feature can increase the average CPU throughput but introduces unpredictable delays).

The sender has been configured to send a UDP packet to the receiver at the beginning of each timeframe. Such UDP packets have an application level payload of 36 bytes, resulting in a frame of exactly 102 bytes including Ethernet header, trailer, preamble, and inter frame gap (equivalent to 12 bytes) with a transmission delay $\approx 0.816 \mu s$. The propagation delay is negligible ($< 0.1 \mu s$). In these first experiments, the TDP routers were not stressed with any additional load. The performance of the TDP router was measured by computing the difference between the GPS time when a packet was received by the receiver and the GPS time when the packet was supposed to be transmitted by the sender, which is the nominal beginning of the time-frame.

The actual measure is performed as follows. As soon as packets are passed from the network card to the operating system, the receiving device queries the GPS card and stamps the event with the measured GPS time $t_2$. The latency can be measured by computing the difference between $t_2$ and the beginning of the time-frame. Unfortunately, also the receiving device is affected by latencies deriving from the operating system operation. Thus, the measured value includes the unpredictable latencies experienced at both the sender and the receiver, plus the constant transmission and propagation delays, as explained in Section III-D.

### C. Unpredictabilities in the Latency

The setup described in the previous subsection has been used to measure the End-to-End latency experienced by the FreeBSD-based implementation when using different time-frame sizes ranging from $TF = 100 \mu s$ to $TF = 500 \mu s$. The Probability Mass Functions (PMFs) of the measured End-to-End latencies over more than 10 hours have been measured. The results are reported in Figure 2, and they clearly indicate that the use of short time-frames ($TF < 200 \mu s$) with a non real-time operating system kernel is not feasible. In fact the weird PMF in the $TF = 100 \mu s$ plot are due to the fact that in practice the experiment measures the latency by computing the difference between the time when a packet is received and the beginning of the current time frame. Hence, if $L$ is the latency, the experiment really measures $L%TF$ (and not $L$), thus packets arriving in the next time-frame wrap around in the measure. For $TF = 200 \mu s$, the measurement showed a worst-case latency of $114 \mu s < TF$. However, some additional experiments showed some lost packets. This is probably due to a worst-case end-to-end latency larger than $200 \mu s$ which was incorrectly measured as $L%TF$. For $TF = 250 \mu s$ and $TF = 500 \mu s$ the measures indicates that packets arrive within the intended time-frame, and additional experiments did not highlighted any packet loss. Still, for $TF = 250 \mu s$ the measured latency is very large and implies a large overhead (notice the presence of a few packets with latency larger than $240 \mu s$). Table I reports the worst-case latencies measured for the various time-frame sizes $TF$.

Even in absence of additional workload, the end-to-end latency experienced by a TDP router implemented over a non real-time OS kernel is too high for using time-frame sizes $TF < 250 \mu s$, and even with such large time-frames, the overhead is quite high.

### D. Formal Definition and Analysis of Latency

This section presents a more systematic study of the problems highlighted in the previous experiments, based on more accurate definitions.

As already mentioned, the lost packets problem can be explained by noting that the TDP router is supposed to forward packets immediately at the beginning of each time-frame, but in practice this is not the case. As a matter of fact, the packets are delayed by a random delay $L^T2$. This delay is caused by the task management and the scheduling algorithm of the operating

---

system kernel [1], and can lead to situations in which the time needed to send all the scheduled packets exceeds the size of the time-frame.

For a synchronised communication system to work properly, it is important to ensure that an upper bound for $L_{Tx}$ exists and is known (note that such an upper bound defines the overhead of the synchronised communication system). The average delay $L_{Tx}$ is instead less important, and can also be partially compensated if there exists a minimum delay $L_{Tx \text{min}}$ that can be offset at the GPS IRQ level. $L_{Tx}$ can be better formalised as follows.

**Definition** The *Transmission latency* is defined as the delay $L_{Tx} = t_1 - t_0$, where $t_0$ is the time when the GPS IRQ fires (a time-frame begins) and $t_1$ is the time when the first packet sent in such time-frame is actually transmitted on the medium.

Unfortunately $L_{Tx}$ is very difficult to measure. First of all, because some media — such as the optical fibers, which are the media of choice for very high speed networking — do not allow easily to spill signals for measurements. Second, because

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Frame size $TF$</th>
<th>Worst Case Latency</th>
<th>Average Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100µs</td>
<td>$&gt;100µs$</td>
<td>34.537µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200µs</td>
<td>114µs (values $&gt;200µs$ probably exist)</td>
<td>34.726µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250µs</td>
<td>246µs</td>
<td>34.821µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400µs</td>
<td>101µs</td>
<td>33.606µs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500µs</td>
<td>74µs</td>
<td>33.342µs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Probability Distribution Functions of the end-to-end latencies for different sizes of the time-frame.
an accurate evaluation of $L^{Tx}$ requires perfect synchronisation of the measurement device with the GPS IRQ internal to the transmitter. For this reason, in this paper the whole End-to-End latency will be measured, instead of trying to measure $L^{Tx}$ in isolation.

**Definition** The *End-to-End latency* is defined as the delay $L = t_2 - t_0$ between the GPS IRQ firing time $t_0$ and the time $t_2$ when the first packet sent in the time-frame is delivered to the operating system of the remote host. By definition

$$L = L^{Tx} + \delta + L^{Rx}$$

where $L^{Tx}$ is the Transmission latency, $L^{Rx}$ is the unpredictable latency introduced by the operating system kernel on the receiving side and $\delta$ is the (nearly constant) propagation and transmission delay.

The propagation delay component of $\delta$ on standard optical fibers is $5 \text{ ns/m}$ and is thus entirely negligible (far less than a $\mu$S) for direct connections with short fibers as in our testbed. Assuming a full Ethernet frame with a payload of 1500 bytes, the transmission delay component on a Gbit Ethernet link is $\approx 12.6 \mu$S, and reduces to $\approx 0.75 \mu$S for a minimum size frame with 46 bytes payload. In any case $\delta$ can be easily computed and it is deterministic for all practical purposes, thus it does not represent a measurement impairment.

To use small $TF$ values, it is necessary to reduce the end-to-end latency $L$, and in particular its component due to the OS kernel on the sender, which is the transmission latency $L^{Tx}_b$. The receiving latency per-se is not important (packets will enter again the non-synchronised realm); however, in case of further forwarding to synchronised subsystems minimising also the receiving latency can only bring benefits. First of all, note that this latency reduction can be achieved only after understanding the sources of the various latencies.

The concept of latency is not new in computer science, and the latencies generated by an OS kernel have already been studied, measured, and reduced in single-computer systems [1]. This work is going to extend to distributed systems the previous measurements and latency reductions. In particular, the real-time performance of a single computer are affected by the so called *kernel latency*, while in distributed systems the end-to-end latency should be considered instead.

The transmission latency $L^{Tx}$ can be split in two components $L_T$ and $L^b$. The former is mainly affected by the time needed to react to a hardware interrupt and hence is not related to packet transmission; the latter is instead related to the transmission of packets at the TDP node. Notice that the kernel latency considered in previous papers is $L_T$, which in this paper will be referred to as *interrupt latency* due to its nature.

**Definition** The *Interrupt Latency* (or *Kernel Latency*) is defined as the time interval $L_I = t' - t$ between the time $t$ when a hardware interrupt is supposed to fire, and the time $t'$ when the OS kernel reacts to such an interrupt request.

The end-to-end latency defined in Equation 1 can be split in more components to highlight the effects of the interrupt latency; in particular, the transmission latency can be written as $L^{Tx} = L_T + L^b$, where $L^{Tx}_T$ is the latency component due to the data transfer to the NIC (the delay $t'' - t'$ between the time $t'$ when the OS kernel tries to send a packet and the time $t''$ when the packet is actually sent by the NIC). Hence, $L = L_T + L^{Tx}_T + \delta + L^{Rx}$ (in theory, the interrupt latency is a component of the latency both in transmitting and receiving packets, so $L^{Rx}$ could also be split in an interrupt latency plus a second component, but measuring the two components separately requires modification of the NIC. Hence, such a split is not considered here).

Since, as already pointed out, a direct measurement of $L^{Tx}_T$ and $L^{Rx}$ is not simple, in this paper the interrupt latency $L_T$ will be measured and reduced first. Then, the whole end-to-end latency (also including $L^{Rx}_b$, the receiving latency $L^{Rx}$, the propagation and the transmission delay $\delta$) will be measured and reduced (and reduced).

The interrupt latency $L_T$ can be reduced by using a proper Real-Time OS (RTOS) kernel and some specific real-time techniques and by using a dual-CPU system (which allows to use the so called *CPU shielding technique*). Finally $L^{Tx}_T$ and $L^{Rx}$ can be reduced by properly configuring the network cards and their drivers (note that the CPU shielding technique mentioned above is also important to reduce $L^{Rx}_b$).

$L_T$ can be easily measured by periodically generating a interrupt and by measuring the time when the interrupt handler is executed. The difference between such a time and the interrupt generation time (which is known in advance if a hardware timer is used to generate the interrupt) is the interrupt latency. Of course, the worst case latency can depend on the interrupt source: for example, it can be expected that the latencies experienced by interrupts generated by devices which are directly connected to the CPU are smaller than the latencies experienced by interrupts generated by devices which are connected to the CPU through a bus, normally the PCI bus, and are affected by the bus controller. Hence, $L_T$ has been first measured by using the CPU APIC timer as an interrupt source, and then by using the GPS card as an interrupt source (this second latency will be referred to as *GPS IRQ latency*, from now on).

The interrupt latency experienced when using the APIC timer as an interrupt source can be measured by using the standard CyclicTest utility\(^4\), and can provide a lower bound for the GPS IRQ latency. Thus, this measurement is important to understand if the hardware and the OS kernel can potentially provide the real-time performance needed for TDP operations.

\(^4\)https://rt.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/CyclicTest
On the other hand, the GPS IRQ latency must be considered in case of PF, because the packets must be transmitted on the network interface based on a global timing coordination (GPS) rather than on the local clock of the machine. The GPS IRQ latency is greater than the APIC IRQ latency mainly because the interrupt is issued through the PCI bus. Moreover, its measure is also more complex, since it required to use the same GPS time and not the internal CPU clock. The GPS IRQ latency is measured as follows:

1) the GPS card is programmed to generate one interrupts exactly at the beginning of each time-frame;
2) when the interrupt handler is executed, UTC $t'$ is read on the GPS card;
3) the latency is estimated as $L^I = t' \% TF$, because it is known that the interrupt was supposed to be generated at time $t = kTF$, with $k = 1, 2, \ldots$.

If $L^I < TF$ the above estimate is correct but for the unknown, random time access to the GPS card, which is however limited to a few bus cycles (tens of ns), thus negligible compared to the interrupt latency.

IV. Reducing the Worst-Case End-To-End Latency

This section describes how the end-to-end latency defined and measured in Section III can be reduced by using real-time techniques, so that a TDP router can be implemented without too much overhead. Real-time literature provides many techniques and solutions (ranging from advanced scheduling or resource allocation policies to innovative kernel structures) that can be used to increase the temporal predictability of a system, and might be useful in this situation. Most of those techniques have been applied to the experimental setup described in the previous sections, to test them and to evaluate their performance. However, in the following of this section only the solutions that resulted to be really effective are described.

A. The Real-Time Kernel

First of all, a real-time version of the Linux kernel (called Preempt-RT [27]) has been tested.

The goal of a real-time kernel is to reduce the worst-case latencies normally experienced when a non-real-time kernels is used (thus making the system more predictable). In contrast to general-purpose kernels, real-time kernels do not care about average performance (or average throughput), but are designed to optimise the worst-case performance — in this case, to reduce the maximum kernel latencies. In general-purpose OSs, such kernel latencies are due to non-preemptable sections in the kernel, used to avoid race conditions between concurrent system calls, or between applications’ code and interrupt handlers.

A real-time kernel developed from scratch is explicitly designed to avoid large non-preemptable sections, so that the kernel latencies can be kept under control. On the other hand, some real-time kernels have been developed by modifying existing non-real-time kernels such as Linux. In this case, the “traditional” general-purpose kernel structure (generally derived from the original “monolithic” UNIX structure) is somehow modified to reduce the size of non-preemptable sections without introducing the race conditions that such non-preemptable sections are designed to avoid. Some solutions, such as RTLinux [34], RTAI [22], or Xenomai [17] make a distinction between non-real-time applications (which can use the functionalities provided by the Linux kernel) and real-time applications, which can only use some reduced functionalities provided by a specialised kernel. Such a specialised real-time kernel has direct access to the hardware, and runs below the Linux kernel (this is why this kind of approach is generally described as “dual kernel”). The Linux kernel cannot directly access the hardware, but accesses it by passing through the real-time kernel. As a result, the critical sections of the Linux kernel only needs to be non-preemptable for the non-real-time applications, while can be preempted by the real-time applications.

The dual kernel approach achieves very small kernel latencies for real-time tasks, but does not allow such tasks to access the functionalities provided by the Linux kernel. Hence, to implement TDP using this approach a new driver for the network card has to be written, and the routing/forwarding algorithms provided by the Linux kernel have to be re-implemented. For this reason, a different approach to real-time kernels has been used in this paper. In particular, the worst-case end-to-end latencies have been reduced by using Preempt-RT, which modifies the standard Linux kernel to provide low latencies to all of the tasks running in the system.

Preempt-RT reduces the size of the kernel non-preemptable sections by transforming the ISRs and software interrupts into threads, named hard IRQ threads and soft IRQ threads. Once such interrupt handlers are transformed into threads, proper mutexes are used to handle many of the critical sections. In a non-real-time kernel, an ISR always interrupts the current execution, and cannot be interrupted by higher priority activities. In contrast, Preempt-RT uses dedicated threads for serving the interrupt requests: in this way, the priority of an IRQ thread can be lowered not to interfere with important real-time activities, or increased to reduce the interrupt latency. Moreover, IRQ threads are preemptable schedulable entities, like all the other threads. In addition, non-real-time kernels generally protect critical sections inside the kernel by making them non-preemptable. Preempt-RT, instead, uses mutexes to protect most of such critical sections. Finally, Preempt-RT introduces Priority Inheritance [29] on the mutexes to make them more predictable and reduce worst-case latencies. Thanks to these properties of Preempt-RT, no modifications to the interrupt handlers are necessary to reduce the end-to-end latencies, and a predictable software implementation of TDP can be realised by adjusting the priorities and CPU affinities of the various system threads (including IRQ threads). Finally, notice that since the ISR of the GPS IRQ runs in interrupt thread the packet transmission operations can be directly invoked by such an ISR (instead of triggering a software interrupt which will be in charge of transmitting the packets).
B. APIC Interrupt Latency

Before starting to optimise the various components of the end-to-end latency, it is important to check if the used hardware has the potentiality to support a TDP router. To this purpose, the `cyclictest` program has been used to measure the interrupt latency when a hardware timer (specifically, the APIC timer) is programmed to generate an interrupt every 100µs (since $TF = 100\mu s$ is the target time-frame size).

Each experiment was 500s long, and some additional workload, referred to as kernel stress, has been introduced in background, to increase the probability to measure high latencies. Such a kernel stress is composed by the `hackbench` programs, which are known to trigger high latencies.

All the experiments presented in this section have been performed on a GNU/Linux system based on the Ubuntu 8.04 (Hardy) distribution. The used kernels are a vanilla 2.6.29 (non-real-time) and a Preempt-RT 2.6.29.5-rt22 (real-time) compiled from source. Since Preempt-RT is able to reduce the kernel latencies even in presence of a significant user-space workload, it is not necessary to boot the OS in single-user mode.

When using the vanilla 2.6.29 Linux kernel, the average interrupt latency resulted not to exceed 6µs, but the worst-case interrupt latency measured in a 500s long experiment was 2434µs.

According to these results, a non-real-time kernel is not suitable for efficiently implementing a TDP router with a small time-frame. The experiment has been repeated using the 2.6.29.5-rt22 real-time version of the Linux kernel: The maximum interrupt latency measured by `cyclictest` resulted to be 25µs. This huge improvement came at a small cost: increasing the average interrupt latency to 7.05µs.

As a conclusion, `cyclictest` results suggest that the used hardware can meet the real-time requirements for the TDP router (if a proper software stack is used).

C. GPS Card Interrupt Latency

After verifying that the hardware can support a TDP router with small time-frames (if a proper real-time kernel is used), the interrupt latency experienced when a GPS card is used as an interrupt source has been measured and reduced. To this purpose, the same GPS card used for the experiments reported in Section III-D (a Symmerticom bc635PCI-U) has been connected to the test machine and adopted to generate the periodic interrupt. The card has been programmed to generate an interrupt every 100µs (which, as said above, is considered the target time-frame size $TF$ in this work, and was non sustainable when using a non-real-time kernel - as shown in Figure 2). A custom driver has been written for the GPS card, and has been used to measure the GPS IRQ latency, as explained in Section III-D. Surprisingly enough, the worst-case GPS IRQ latency (71µs) resulted to be much larger than the worst-case interrupt latency measured in Section IV-B. This result was found to be caused by the fact that `cyclictest` uses the APIC timer (which is directly connected to the CPU) as an interrupt source, while the GPS card is connected to the CPU through the PCI bus.

By disabling one of the two CPUs (thus transforming the SMP machine in a uniprocessor), the worst-case GPS IRQ latency decreased to 41µs. Since this fact seemed to suggest that part of the problems were due to the multiprocessor nature of the test machine, some techniques used in multiprocessor real-time systems were investigated. Among such techniques, the so called CPU Shielding [9] proved to be very effective.

CPU Shielding is designed to reduce the interference on real-time tasks in multiprocessor systems: one of the system CPUs is dedicated to real-time activities, which run on it and cannot migrate on other CPUs. Similarly, non-real-time applications cannot migrate on the dedicated CPU, and generic kernel activities (not needed by real-time applications) cannot be executed on it. In this way, real-time activities do not suffer from any interference from non-real-time activities, and the latencies experienced by real-time tasks can be reduced. While implementing CPU Shielding on a general-purpose kernel can be difficult, it can be easily implemented on Preempt-RT by binding the IRQ threads needed by real-time applications (the GPS IRQ thread, in this case) to the dedicated CPU and by preventing all the other threads and processes from executing on it. In the following tests, the GPS IRQ thread was bound to CPU 1, whereas all the other threads and processes were bound to CPU 0. Moreover, the IRQ affinity mask has been configured to deliver the GPS interrupt requests to CPU 1, and all the other interrupt requests to CPU 0. Note that dedicated threads for capturing network packets and thread/IRQ affinity settings have been used in other works [16] to improve the received throughput in packet capturing. The solution used in this work is slightly different, using one single interrupt thread - provided by Preempt-RT - to receive the packets, because the main goal is to decrease the worst-case latency and not to improve the throughput.

To further reduce the interrupt latency experienced by the GPS IRQ thread, its priority has also been increased to the maximum possible value. With such a tuned configuration, Preempt-RT was able to reduce the worst-case GPS IRQ latency to 19µs (even when the previously described kernel stress was used to trigger high latencies). The length of the experiments has been increased to 12 hours, but this did not result in any increase to the worst-case GPS IRQ latency. These results indicate that to optimise the GPS IRQ latency Preempt-RT has to be properly configured.
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5http://git.kernel.org/?p=linux/kernel/git/cfrkwllms/rt-tests.git
6http://homepages.cwi.nl/~manegold/Calibrator/
7https://rt.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Worstcase_Latency_Test_Scenario
After evaluating the worst-case GPS IRQ latency without considering the packet transmission, an optical Ethernet card has been connected to the system, to measure the transmission latency. However, the simple fact of connecting a new card to the PCI bus resulted in a huge increase in the GPS IRQ latency (which should not have been affected by the new PCI card). This issue resulted to be related to a PCI bus arbitration problem, and has been solved by changing the interrupt lines used by the various cards. Surprisingly enough, this change also resulted in a small decrease of the worst-case interrupt latency, which was measured as 16 µs in another 12 hours long test. The PMF of the resulting GPS IRQ latency is displayed in Figure 3 (note that the probability to have $L^I = 16\mu s$ is $1.0046 \times 10^{-8}$, which is too small to be visible in the figure.

D. Full End-to-End Latency

To measure the end-to-end latency, the configuration presented in Section III-B has been used. Preliminary measurements of the end-to-end latency $L$ did not provide the expected, so that some additional investigation about the various latency component was needed. First of all, the inter-packet times have been measured to check if the experimental setup was working correctly. This experiment resulted in inter-packet times ranging from 50 to 150 µs, instead of the expected constant value of 100 µs, and provided some hints about the bad end-to-end latencies observed. Figure 4 reports the inter-packet Times (in µs) for the first 30000 received packets (3s), showing the problem.

Simple tests proved that the random latency was not on the sender side, but was part of the receiving latency $L^{Rx}$. Since the interrupt latency on the receiver was measured to be smaller than 16 µs (like the interrupt latency on the sender), the additional receiving latency (more than 35 µs) was probably generated by the network card. After some investigation, it turned out that such an unpredictability in the receiving latency was due to the interrupt mitigation (or interrupt coalescing) feature of the network card. Under heavy network load, the card does not generate one interrupt request each time a packet is received, but tries to serve multiple packets with the same interrupt. In this way, the overhead caused by the interrupt service routines can be reduced by “clustering” some of the interrupts requests [12], [20] and receiving multiple packets with one single invocation of the interrupt service routine 8.

Fortunately, the network card allows disabling the interrupt mitigation mechanism, and after disabling this feature the Inter-Packet Times returned to be acceptable (see Figure 5). Longer experiments confirmed that after disabling interrupt mitigation in the network card, the problem highlighted above disappears. Of course, disabling interrupt mitigation has a cost: in particular, it increases the amount of CPU time consumed by the network card interrupt handler. More measurements revealed that in a ping -f test (i.e., a network load close to the worst-case situation) the percentage of CPU time consumed by the network driver increased from 8.48% to 10.70% when disabling interrupt mitigation. This is an acceptable cost for having a predictable receiving latency.

Note that some of the techniques used in this paper for reducing the variations in the Inter-Packet Times (namely, the usage of the Linux Preempt-RT kernel and the correct configuration of the IRQ thread priorities) have been used in previous works to reduce the jitter in an EtherCAT device [11]. The maximum difference between the measured Inter-Packet Times and the
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8Note that in the cited papers interrupt mitigation is implemented in software, whereas in our test system it was implemented in hardware by the NICs.
expected value $TF = 100 \mu s$, which is comparable with the worst case jitter measured in [11]. However, in this paper the goal is not to reduce the jitter, i.e., the variation in packet inter-arrival time, but to minimize the worst case end-to-end latency. Furthermore, we deal with a synchronous technology and we have to care about its proper operation. This was not considered in [11] as EtherCAT operates asynchronously. Hence additional techniques (e.g., interrupt shielding, synchronisation with the GPS IRQ thread) are used to achieve this goal. The fact that our results are comparable with that presented in [11], regardless of scope and experimental setup, is an indirect validation of both works.

Once the receiver has been properly configured, it was possible to measure the sum of the transmission latency and the receiving latency, $L_{Tx} + L_{Rx}$. This measurement has been performed by modifying the transmitter to write the current GPS time $t_1$ in each packet, immediately before sending it. The receiver can then measure the GPS time $t_2$ when the packet is received, and compute $L_{Tx} + L_{Rx} + \delta = t_2 - t_1$. Note that the propagation and transmission delay $\delta$ is smaller than $1 \mu s$ (much smaller than $L_{Tx}$ and $L_{Rx}$, hence it can be ignored in this case; as a result, it was considered $L_{Tx} + L_{Rx} = t_2 - t_1$. The PMF of such latencies in a 4 hours long experiment is reported in Figure 6. As it is possible to see, the maximum value is $41 \mu s$. Since the worst-case interrupt latency $L^I$ is $16 \mu s$, the worst-case end-to-end latency $L$ can be expected to be $L^I + L_{Tx} + L_{Rx} = 16 + 41 = 57 \mu s$.

Finally, we measured the end-to-end latency $L$ to compare it with the values computed above ($57 \mu s$). The end-to-end latency
has been measured in the same way as it was measured for the experiments reported in Figure 2. Figure 7 plots the PMF obtained with the Preempt-RT version of the Linux kernel in a 16 hours long experiment. From the figure, it is possible to notice that the worst-case end-to-end latency is $60 \mu s$, which is compatible with the expected value of $57 \mu s$ (see above). The minimum end-to-end latency is $25 \mu s$, which can be compensated generating the GPS IRQs in advance with respect to the beginning of the time-frame.

These results prove the high gain achievable by using real-time techniques. Summing up, by comparing Figure 7 and Figure 2 when $TF = 100 \mu s$ it is immediately possible to appreciate the advantages of using a real-time kernel.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper analysed the different components that form the latency on both the transmitting and receiving side of standard Internet hosts (UNIX-based) and edge routers, which are also normally based on UNIX or UNIX-like operating systems with the goal of implementing a gateway between standard Internet systems and time synchronised systems. Measurements on an existing implementation showed that the behaviour of non-real-time OSs (which are optimised for throughput and performance rather than for meeting real-time targets) cannot meet the requirements, i.e., that jitter and worst case delays due to interrupt
handling both in the kernel, CPU and on the bus transferring packets to the NIC card are too large for synchronised operations, leading to large overheads.

The real-time Linux-based implementation tested in this work is instead able to reduce the worst case end-to-end (i.e., including transmission and reception) latency to a level that makes it feasible to use timeframes of 100µs to 200µs with an acceptable overhead. All of the software used in this paper is released under an open-source license (the GPL) and is publicly available.

A direct measure of both end-to-end and transmission latencies requires the development of specialised hardware, synchronised with the Common Time Reference (GPST), able to ‘sniff’ the packets on ingress or egress the optical transmission links or in other suitable points. The development of this hardware is difficult and expensive, thus we resorted to measurements based on the same machines that are involved in the transmission and reception of packets. This task is non-trivial because the latencies to be minimized and measured and are of the same order of magnitude of the accuracy of the timing functions provided by the OS kernel. This situation requires special attention to avoid mixing measures’ noise with pseudo-random variation of the measured quantity, which are the object of minimization.

As a future work, the performance of a full TDP gateway (including packet classification and routing) will be evaluated. A simple synchronised router (able to receive traffic on a standard Ethernet interface and send it properly synchronised on an interface equal to the one analysed in this work) will be used for this purpose. Furthermore, the use of virtual interfaces will be explored as a means to separate different traffic types in different timeframes, or use different timeframes for routing purposes, i.e. transmitting traffic with different destinations in different timeframes, so that a TDS (Time Driven Switching) backbone can operate with all the benefits of pipelined forwarding. Finally, the possibility to take advantage of modern NIC designs, providing multiple packet queues [16] will be considered. This feature, combined with a multi-core CPUs and a more advanced configuration of the CPU shielding technique could allow to improve the router performance.

A different solution can be based on dedicated hardware, in practice integrating a GPS card with an Ethernet card, so that the interrupts from the GPS-driven clock can be used directly in hardware, thus eliminating some sources of latencies. Although this solution is appealing and appears elegant, it does have a number of drawbacks. First of all developing such a specialised card is not trivial and quite expensive. Second, and more important, this solution appears not too difficult to design if the only goal is sending the largest number of enqueued packets per timeframe. If instead some further functionality is required, like classification, tagging, routing, or any other operation that requires complex processing, then the ‘help’ of a general purpose machine is required in any case, which means that the hardware-synchronised card must work together with the hosting machine, and coordinate with the kernel via the PC bus, which in practice brings the situation back to the one we have analysed and optimised in this work.
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